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Abstract

As an exercise, the curvature tensors of a family of spherically symmetric nonabelian
Kaluza-Klein Wu-Yang-like dyons in the (4+3N)-dimensional space-times are calculated.
The four-dimensional part of these dyonic metrics are the Schwarzschild black hole metric.
A series of three-dimensional spherical coor-dinate systems are used, and the metric admits
N copies of the SO(3) Killing vectors. Two di erent methods are employed in this paper.
The stress-energy tensor of the Yang-Mills field in Einstein equation is derived from Ricci
tensor automatically, not put by hand from outside. The Ricci scalar curvature R van-ishes.
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1 Introduction

The well-known Gross-Perry-Sorkin solution [1] [2] in five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein
(KK) theory is the simplest KK magnetic monopole solution associated with U(1) abelian
group. For non-abelian Kaluza-Klein theories, it is notorious for calculating their curvature
tensors. As an exercise, the curvature tensors of a family of  spherically symmetric
nonabelian Kaluza-Klein Wu-Yang-like dyons in the (4+3N)-dimensional spacetimes are
calculated,  where N is a positive integer. The Wu-Yang monopole means that it is a
spherically symmetric point-like monopole without Dirac string.

Two different methods are employed  in this paper. Apart from by calculating the
Christoffel symbols, one then obtains the Ricci tensors and the scalar curvature, an al-
ternative method by using the orthonormal frame [6] and Cartan’s structure equations, the
components of the Ricci tensor are obtained via the a ne spin connection one-form is also
used. The results from these two different approaches are coincident.

Suppose the line element of the Kaluza-Klein theory [7] in (4 + 3N) dimensions can be
written as
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2 SO(3) Kaluza-Klein Dyon

Now let  us consider an ansätz of  the spherically symmetric Kaluza-Klein dyonic
metric, admitting N copies of SO(3) Killing  vectors, in (4+3N) dimensions. The line
element can be written as the form
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During the lengthy calculations, one will use frequently the following identities:

No summation is used for the index k. Substituting the four-dimensional part of these
dyonic metrics, i.e. the Schwarzschild black hole metric,
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3 Orthonormal Frame

In this section, we provide an alternative method to check the results above mentioned.
Above all, it is easier to calculate the Ricci tensor for arbitrary N. Let us decompose the
metric into vielbeins as
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The affine spin connection one-form ωa
b are introduced by

and the metricity condition

The curvature 2-form is defined as

Equations (79) and (80) are called Cartan’s structure equations. The components of the
curvature tensor have the relations,

and satisfy the Bianchi identity,

The components of the a ne spin connection one-form ωa
b of the SO(3) KK dyon can be

written more explicitely as
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The nonzero components of the curvature tensor are
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We have tacitly omitted nearly one half of the nonzero components of the curvature tensor,
because of the relations in (82), for shorthand. Contracting the curvature tensor, one will
get the Ricci tensor

Substituting the components of the dyonic metric,
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不可交換 Kaluza-K lein D yons的曲度張量

婁祥麟

摘 要

計算在(4+3N )維時空，不可交換 Kaluza-K lein 理論中，球狀對稱類吳楊 dyons 的

曲度張量。此 dyons 四維部份的曲度張量是 Schw arzschild 黑洞的曲度張量。文中使用

兩種不同的方法計算，並用一系列的三維球座標，且曲度張量允許 N 個 SO ( 3) 的

K illing 向量。在高維的愛因斯坦方程式中，其 stress-energy 張量，正好就是 Yang-

M ills的 stress-energy 張量，而非外加的。另外，高維的 Ricciscalarcurvature R 為零。

關鍵字:nonabelian K aluza-K lein D yons


